Atlanta Mayor '88 commencement speaker

By SUSAN MARHEFKA
Staff Reporter

Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young will be the Notre Dame commencement speaker on May 15, said Richard Conklin, director of public relations and information for the University. He will be the second black commencement speaker at Notre Dame after Vernon Jordan addressed the class of 1976, according to University archives.

The announcement was made at "a propitious time...when new minority enrollment policies are being enacted," said Conklin.

Father Edward Malloy agreed. "He is a major spokesman for the black community," and his selection is a step toward efforts to respond to the recently announced Notre Dame minority policies, Malloy said.

Conklin cited Young's "excellent record in political rights" and his "successful political career" as among his varied accomplishments.

Young was nominated by President Carter to be the American ambassador to the United Nations, a post which he held from 1977-79.

He was elected mayor of Atlanta in 1982 and again in 1986. Young was born in New Orleans and graduated from Howard University in 1951. He continued his studies at the Hartford Theological Seminary and was ordained a minister in the United Church of Christ, serving as pastor in Alabama and Georgia churches. Active in the civil rights movement, he was involved with numerous projects, including the 1956 Montgomery, Alabama bus boycott and a voter education and registration project in New York City.

Young has a 25 percent chance of winning the nomination in New England, according to the Associated Press.

Bush, bidding to extend his winning streak in New England, was far behind the other candidates. According to the Associated Press, Bush has just 3.4 percent and Kemp had just 3.4 percent. The elections were apportioned until next Monday. Pat Dole was flush with endorsements for the nomination, Markey leading with 15 percent and Kemp had just 3.4 percent.

The election was a propitious time to announce that the senatorial election is a major spokeperson for the black community. Young has a major role in the civil rights movement, he was involved with numerous projects, including the 1956 Montgomery, Alabama bus boycott and a voter education and registration project in New York City.
Could College of Sports fix U.S. jock shortage?

The evidence seems clear: the United States has a definite jock deficit, and we've got to do something about it.

If you've watched the Olympics over the past few years, you may have wondered if ABC was doing a travel-guide special on the lights and wonders of Calgary. If the Winter Olympics proved anything, it was that it is definitely an international competition.

Jim McKay was "in close and personal" with so many medalists from the Eastern Bloc that he might as well have been a correspondent for Tass. And he knew it, but even the Americans you saw were usually crying, lying on the ice or drinking Bud in the stands.

Apparently, this is the worst we've done since 1956. We've never really dominated the Winter Olympics, of course. Still, the experts are saying that we probably aren't going to look that spectacular this summer either. America is starting to look like a nation which rejoices in its wimpiness.

That was my impression anyway from the coverage of the event. Soon ABC, probably running out of ideas for subjects of athlete profiles who didn't require interpreters, started doing segments on why Americans were not winning so many medals.

The Giffords pointed out that the U.S., because it is not socialist, spends only $140 million on its Olympic program. Interestingly enough, of this, only $7.5 million went to the athletes. I wonder where the other $132.5 million went. Probably to former business and accounting majors.

Then Ted Koppel devoted an entire Nightline episode to this question, and it became clear that we had a national crisis on our hands.

Now all of the experts are being called in to rectify this suddenly discovered Medal Gap. George "Mr. Baseball" Steinbrenner is chairing an overview committee, and there are proposals for spending more money, building more facilities, and spending more money. Instead of trying to fix the nation, even further, in fact, I propose a much simpler solution.

No, not genetic engineering. It's just interesting to me that our more successful competitors not only spend more, they also have so few qualms about establishing schools exclusively devoted to the training of future athletes.

So I was wondering, why not do the same here?

American universities, for example, did not always have colleges of science or engineering. And it was only several decades ago, in fact, that Notre Dame created a college of business administration.

So if we could add all of these colleges, which are just as respected now, if not more so, than the traditional arts and letters, why not establish a new College of Sports and Athletics?

By this I mean abolish all NCAA academic requirements altogether. Universities supposedly exist for the purpose of preparing students for the world of work, not for them to be employed.

If they don't make the grade, teachers often fudge it anyway, which merely corrupts the system.

So today physical prowess can be just as much an asset as academic aptitude. People point out that the slim odds an average athlete has of making it to the pros. Yet they fail to mention the odds, say, an art or even an English major has of getting employed.

The traditional argument that an athlete is destined for unemployment without knowledge of calculus or Caramia if he can't make the big leagues is garbage. I just recently read, for example, that America is suffering a shortage of physical education teachers. In any case, if the athlete is truly worth it, he could double major--say, football and English.

In this way, we could enable young people to devote full time to sports which in fact. We could have hockey majors, skating majors, and luge majors.

And best of all, Julius Erving would then not be the only athlete we could call doctor.
Gay studies growing in hostile climate

By DIANE HAMMEL
News Staff

University programs on gay studies are "alive and thriving," said Professor Claude Summers in his lecture Tuesday evening about the difficulties of writing articles about gays for literary publications.

"Gay studies has entered the mainstream of literary scholarship," said Summers, a professor of English at the University of Michigan, Dearborn and the author of the Gay Studies Newsletter and Journal of Homosexuality.

The University of New York is among the several universities that have accepted gay studies programs. "Gay studies is an intellectual achievement accomplished with little institutional support and widespread skepticism. It's growth has coincided with the growth of gay liberation and feminism," said Summers. "Although realistic obstacles still remain," concluded Summers, "attempts to silence gay studies is unlikely to succeed."

"Unfortunately, homophobia, or gay paranoia, still exists," said Summers. "Due to homophobia, many publishers still discriminate against essays on gays. Articles that are accepted suffer much criticism," said Summers.

"The gay literature that is written and read is taught in a hostile environment. Many people falsely assume that those who are sympathetic to gays in writing are gay themselves," Summers said. "The prejudices in academic publishing must be put to an end. Gay scholars need to speak up for fair treatment and suggest unbiased reviewers to insure fairness and accuracy," he said.

ND junior organizes fund raiser for Olympic skater

By KATIE KEARNEY
Assistant Saint Mary's Editor

When Notre Dame student Tricia Jansen saw Olympic speedskater Dan Jansen fall in his bid for a gold medal, just hours after his sister died of leukemia, the off-campus junior, no relation to Dan, felt she had to do something.

After watching Jansen fall a second time in the 1,000 meter race, she called the local ABC affiliate and got a phone number in Calgary where she reached Dan Jansen's brother.

She told me about the 'Jane M. Beres Fund' for leukemia research," she said. The fund honored Dan Jansen's sister who died of leukemia Feb. 14, the day her brother competed in the 500 meter race.

"I thought it would be a nice idea to get the Notre Dame community involved in raising money for the fund," said Tricia Jansen. "I want to organize some type of fund raiser here (at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's) and then present the Jansen family with the proceeds for the fund."

"I am not related to Dan, but I am from the same state (Wisconsin)," she said. "I saw him on the Olympics and wanted to do something to help."

Dash to class

Students rush through Madeleva Hall on their way to their 2:45 p.m. classes. Despite the rush many students still find time to talk with friends.

"I would like to raise at least 1,000 dollars for the fund," Jansen said. "But even if we raised only a few hundred dollars, that would still be great."

Jansen said he hoped to raise money like Saint Mary's professor Nicholas Meyerhofer, who started a fund to help the family of a boy who died of AIDS. Beres is survived by her husband, three daughters, and a family of eight brothers and sisters.
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SMC considering change in grades

By JULIE RYAN
News Staff

Following suit with recent changes in Notre Dame's grading system and honesty policy, Saint Mary's Board of Governance discussed similarly revising Saint Mary's rules.

Adoption of the plus grading system is very hopeful because of Notre Dame's change in their policy, stated Julie Parrish, vice president of academic affairs.

The grading system has been voted on by the Academic Standards Committee and is scheduled to be reviewed by Academic Affairs.

If the vote is in favor of the plus grading system, it would begin next year, Parrish said. Parrish is also working on a committee looking into more feasible and effective means of dealing with academic dishonesty at Saint Mary's.

A standardized system is needed to help the faculty judge the different degrees of dishonesty in the classroom so that it can be reduced, the Academic Standards Committee agreed.

In other business Maria Harris will conduct a lecture on Thursday, March 3 at 7:30 p.m. at O'Laughlin Auditorium on "Women in Teaching".

The lecture is being sponsored by the Center for Spirituality. Jean Kilbourne will speak about the subliminal messages society receives through advertisements Monday, April 18 at 7 p.m. in the Little Theater.

The lecture is entitled "The Naked Truth" and it deals with the exploitation of women in advertising.

She will also be giving a lecture at Notre Dame the following day about the influence of alcohol in advertising.

The title of the lecture is "Under the Influence".

The Observer

The independent student newspaper serving Notre Dame and Saint Mary's is accepting applications for the following positions:

Business Page Editor

Application deadline: Friday, March 4

For further information contact
Regis Coccia or Mark Mclaughlin
at The Observer (239-5303)

SENIOR FORMAL
"FOREVER YOUNG"
April 15, 16, 17
Hyatt Regency Chicago
BID SALES TODAY

WHERE:
March 1 & 2: New Orleans Room, Lafayette
March 3: LeMains Lobby, SMC

WHEN:
6-9 p.m.

BID PRICE: $70

INCLUDED:

• Dinner for Two
• Dance Fashion Package
• Scotch and Whiskey Pairing
• Live Entertainment

REMEMBER TO:

• Buy Bid
• Make Bids
• Buy Bids

ATTENDANT: FACEBOOK
SMC THE OBSERVER, PAGE 4

BUY CLASSIFIEDS

To the
NOTRE DAME SWIM TEAM:
Shave those bodies
and win the
Midwest Championships!

Swim Meet: Thurs - Sat.
Rolf's Aquatic Center,
2pm prelims, 1pm finals

The Observer

is now accepting applications for

Computer Graphic Artist

deadline: March 4th, 5:00 p.m.
Applications available at The Observer.

FEBRUARY 28
6:30 p.m. - Notre Dame Security issued a citation to a Juniper Road and Eddy O'Shaughnessy disregarding a stop sign at the intersection of Juniper Road and Eddy while having his driving privileges suspended.

FEBRUARY 29
12:30 p.m. - A Campus Hall resident reported that someone stuck his car while it was parked between Stages Chemistry and O'Shaughnessy Hall sometime between 11:45 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. Damage estimates are available.

1:15 p.m. - A University employee reported that his car vandalism was cracked while it was parked in the D1 Lane at about 10:30 p.m. Damage is estimated at $125.

3:00 p.m. - A University employee reported that four vending machines in Dillon Hall were vandalised sometime between Feb. 26 and Feb. 28.

8:40 p.m. - A University employee reported that his car was stolen while parked in the D1 Lane. The key is the same for both identical cars. The vehicle was parked in the B I Lot at about 1:30 p.m. Damage estimates are available.

2:00 p.m. - Notre Dame Security issued a citation to a Bend resident for driving 5 mph in a posted 25 mph zone.

8:40 p.m. - A University employee reported that his car was stolen while parked in the D1 Lane at about 8:40 p.m. The key is the same for both identical cars. The vehicle was parked in the B I Lot at about 1:30 p.m. Damage estimates are available.

9:30 p.m. - Notre Dame Security issued a citation to a Bend resident for driving 49 mph in a posted 25 mph zone.

1:30 p.m. - Notre Dame Security issued a citation to a Bend resident for driving while having his driving privileges suspended.

FEBRUARY 28
6:30 p.m. - Notre Dame Security issued a citation to an Illinois resident for running a red light at 7:30 p.m. while having his driving privileges suspended.

FEBRUARY 29
12:30 p.m. - A Campus Hall resident reported that someone stuck her car while it was parked between Stages Chemistry and O'Shaughnessy Hall sometime between 11:45 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. Damage estimates are available.

1:15 p.m. - A University employee reported that his car vandalism was cracked while it was parked in the D1 Lane at about 10:30 p.m. Damage is estimated at $125.

3:00 p.m. - A University employee reported that four vending machines in Dillon Hall were vandalised sometime between Feb. 26 and Feb. 28.

8:40 p.m. - A University employee reported that his car was stolen while parked in the D1 Lane. The key is the same for both identical cars. The vehicle was parked in the B I Lot at about 1:30 p.m. Damage estimates are available.

2:00 p.m. - Notre Dame Security issued a citation to a Bend resident for driving 5 mph in a posted 25 mph zone.

8:40 p.m. - A University employee reported that his car was stolen while parked in the D1 Lane at about 8:40 p.m. The key is the same for both identical cars. The vehicle was parked in the B I Lot at about 1:30 p.m. Damage estimates are available.

9:30 p.m. - Notre Dame Security issued a citation to a Bend resident for driving 49 mph in a posted 25 mph zone.

1:30 p.m. - Notre Dame Security issued a citation to a Bend resident for driving while having his driving privileges suspended.
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deadline: March 4th, 5:00 p.m.
Applications available at The Observer.

SECURITY

Jesse Jackson playfully separates Michael Dukakis and Richard Gephardt before a Democratic debate at the College of William and Mary in Williamsburg, Va. Monday. It was the last debate for the Democrats before Super Tuesday.
Chicken pox reported on campus

By GINA CAMARENA
News Staff

The varicella virus—more commonly known as chicken pox—is not uncommon among Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s students. There is no cure for the disease, although, according to Dr. James Moriarity of University Health Service, approximately ten cases of both chicken pox and the mumps have been reported at the University this year and only four at Saint Mary’s. Moriarity said there is definitely not a campus epidemic of the virus.

Moriarity attributed possible outbreaks to the closeness of living and eating quarters at Notre Dame. Although no special prevention will avoid contract ing chicken pox, Moriarity suggested a few measures that can lessen the chance of contracting the varicella virus.

Students from Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s should avoid drinking from any container that has been in contact with the virus. Those who use their hands when eating in contact with the virus. Not only students, but also students who have had chicken pox in the past who now have the mumps, should avoid eating from or touching any container that has been in contact with the virus.

Moriarity said the Japanese government has suggested a few measures that can lessen the chance of contracting chicken pox, including:

1. Avoiding contact with children who have chicken pox.
2. Washing hands frequently.
3. Covering the mouth and nose when coughing or sneezing.
4. Avoiding contact with children who have chicken pox.

Although chicken pox itself is not a serious illness, it can stimulate other diseases such as pneumonia or the Reyes Syndrome, which is a liver disease. Although chicken pox and the mumps have been reported at Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s, there is no cause for alarm. The varicella virus does not directly cause the Reyes Syndrome, but this disease has been known to occur two to six weeks after the chicken pox outbreak. Chances of contracting pneumonia or the Reyes Syndrome, however, are extremely rare.

According to Salmon, another problem is the bus’s starting time. “We want to start service at 1:00 a.m. and go to 3:00 a.m. because people aren’t riding it between midnight and 1:00 a.m.,” he said.

Salmon also said they attempted to publicize the bus by placing posters in the bars and the dorms before the spring season.

In other council business, Amy Roehl announced that the system for choosing dorm representatives for freshman orientation would be different this year. Instead of the Hall Presidents choosing the dorm representative at the end of their term, the dorm representatives choosing the dorm representative at the end of the year, the outgoing dorm presidents will choose the dorm representative near the end of their term.

The Fisher Regatta will be held again this year on April 9 after its success last year. The new Hall Presidents will be awarded the title of the 1988 presidential race. The talk will be held on Thursday in Dillon Hall and will discuss the candidates and the issues. The Keenan Rebuttal will open at 7:00 Saturday night, according to Chris Lee, a Cavanaugh Hall president. There will be a dance after the rebuttal held in Cavanaugh and open to the entire student body.

St. Patrick’s Day A “Wee” Bit Early

“IRISH PUB NITE”

at Theodore’s

Wednesday, 8:00 p.m.

featuring Irish Music by

“PADDY’S RACKET”

Members: DAVID JONES—Nat’l Hammer Dulcimer Champion, DAN GELLERT—plays in Nat’l Folk Festival, KIM HOFFMAN, & MOLLY MOON

Instruments used include hammer dulcimers, keyboard, fiddler, guitars, mandolin, bouzouki, Irish drums & pin whistles

“Irish music in overdrive”

National Folk Music Champs!

THE ARTS are better with Your Group and
CARDINAL CHARTERS & TOURS
287-8677

HPC to improve Buzz Bus

By JIM LANG
News Staff

The Hall President’s Council discussed restructuring the Buzz Bus schedule and implementing minor route alterations to increase ridership at Tuesday night’s meeting. Co-Chairman Tim Salmon said that one major problem was the bus’s inability to keep up with its schedule, especially in the winter months. He hopes that a new schedule will “increase ridership by having a bus that’s on time.”

According to Salmon, another problem is the bus’s starting time. “We want to start service at 1:00 a.m. and go to 3:00 a.m. because people aren’t riding it between midnight and 1:00 a.m.,” he said.

The Fisher Regatta will be held again this year on April 9 after its success last year, said committee chairman Jay Farber. Each dorm will be allowed two entries, and prizes will be awarded to the winner of the final heat.

The regatta will attempt to raise money for the Andre House, a Center for Social Concerns sponsored shelter for the homeless, Farber said. The Great Hunger Cleanup will be held on April 16 from 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., off-campus representative Sean Evers told the council. There will be a meeting for anyone who is interested Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the CSC.

Evers explained that the volunteers would do some cleaning for elderly people who are unable to do it themselves. He said, “Each volunteer will hopefully raise about $25 in scholarship.”

Badin Hall President Margo Kirchner announced that Badin and Dillon Halls are sponsoring an academic talk on the 1988 presidential race. The talk will be held on Thursday in Dillon Hall and will discuss the candidates and the issues. The Keenan Rebuttal will open at 7:00 Saturday night, according to Chris Lee, a Cavanaugh Hall president. There will be a dance after the rebuttal held in Cavanaugh and open to the entire student body.

Senate

“That is something that would have to be developed through the consensus of the committee,” he said.

The Indiana State Police are currently considering legislation that would require colleges to release crime statistics to incoming students, though the law would not be compulsory, Corcoran said.

LEARN CPR, PLEASE.
Reagan arrives in Brussels for summit with allies

Associated Press

BRUSSELS, Belgium - President Reagan, urging Western solidarity in arms talks with the Soviets, arrived Tuesday for the first NATO summit in six years.

After Air Force One touched down on the tarmac at Brussels Zavantem Airport in windy conditions, Reagan was reunited with Secretary of State George Shultz, who had arrived from London, and met briefly with Belgian officials. In a gesture of reassurance given in a departure statement Tuesday morning at the White House, Reagan pledged that American troops will remain in Europe "so long as Europeans want them to stay."

He also promised to protect NATO's interests in any arms deals with the Soviet Union. "We will never sacrifice the interests of this partnership in any agreement with the Soviet Union," he said.

After stepping down the ramp from his Boeing 707 jetliner, Reagan smiled and chatted amiably as he was greeted by Shultz, who had just arrived from London talks with Jordan's King Hussein. Also on hand were Belgium's prime minister, Wilfried Martens, and Foreign Minister Leo Tindemans.

Following a five-minute courtesy get-together with Tindemans in an airport salon, Reagan was ferried by motorcade for an overnight stay at Chateau Stuyvenberg, a 1840 brick and stone palace one used as the favored residence of the Belgian royal family.

The two-day meeting at NATO headquarters in Brussels, beginning Wednesday, brings together the heads of state or government of the 16-member North Atlantic Treaty Organization. The conference sets the stage for Reagan's expected summit in Moscow with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev in late May or early June.

In his departure statement, Reagan hailed the newly signed treaty to abolish U.S. and Soviet intermediate-range nuclear missiles (INF), but said, "the purpose of this summit is not self-congratulations."

"Our first priority is to maintain a strong and healthy partnership between North America and Europe, for this is the foundation on which the cause of freedom so crucially depends," he said.

Violence in Panama as strike continues

Associated Press

PANAMA CITY, Panama - Plainclothes officers fired dozens of shots into the air Tuesday to disperse about 15 people who banged pots and pans in support of a strike against the military rule of Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega.

The young security men, dressed in jeans and T-shirts, outnumbered the protesters. The confrontation occurred as the strike appeared to be gathering support in its second day.

Eric Arturo Delvalle, ousted as president last week by the general, remained in hiding Tuesday. He predicted serious economic trouble.

Delvalle's successor, Manuel Solis Palma, accused the United States of "lies and defamation" about Noriega and the Panama Defense Forces, the 17,000-member military and police organization commanded by Noriega, the real power behind the civilian government.

At least four men were punched, kicked and beaten with rubber truncheons during the 40-minute melee as they were arrested and shoved into police vehicles.

Two women were among those arrested on Via Argentina, an upper-middle-class neighborhood. They were not beaten, but one was slapped on the buttocks as she was hustled into a car.

Demonstrators from the Popular Action Party were banging pots and pans, and distributing leaflets, when security agents jumped from 4-wheel-drive Toyotas with polarized windows.

BETA ALPHA PSI

AND

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO

PRESENT

Consulting in Business

Wednesday, March 2

4:30 PM

Senior Bar Reception to Follow

Casual Dress

All Accounting Majors and All Finance Majors With 12 or More Hours of Accounting Are Welcome to Attend.
Should a professor have absolute, unchecked power over your grade? Do you know that the grade an instructor gives is final? Suppose that a professor makes sexual advances on a student. Assuming that the student refuses—let's say the professor fails the student and says it is due to the grades the student received. Even though these grades are ambiguous or doctored, the student has no recourse, because only the professor can ever give a change a grade.

Bob Brutran

guest column

A more common example may be that you have a personality conflict with a teacher, and it ends up being represented in your grade. Even if you have a legitimate beef, and hard evidence to prove it, you will not get free reign to teach and stress the aspects of the subject that he feels are most important. This is generally good because it gives each class its own unique flavor. Students can choose their instructors at registration. But how do you prevent a professor with tenure from becoming lazy and simple-mindedly repeating tenets of Marxist philosophy year after year? Or make a series that will conclude with Notre Dame’s visit to campus.

Dear Editor:

I am frightened by the arms race, by the dangers of nuclear destruction. The world has been witness to over 160 wars since 1945. The immorality of threat has been highlighted in the U.S. Catholic Bishops’ Pastoral Letter on the Challenge of Peace, which concluded that the threat to use nuclear weapons is in itself immoral.

It is not easy to think of war. To face reality and act to prevent war is h-der.

We can live a premise of ignoring the nuclear threat, and leave the world details to the men of the Kremlin and White House, or we can attempt to individually act out the word of the Bishops’ Pastoral: “Peacemaking is not an optional commitment, it is a requirement of our faith. We are called to be peacemakers, not by some movement of the moment, but by our Lord Jesus.”

Sarah Gilliam
Paz Christi Notre Dame
February 26, 1988

Racial incident leaves doubts

Dear Editor:

I have the unfortunate task of reporting a regrettable incident which occurred on Feb. 1, 1988, at the Queen of All Saints High School gymnasium—located in Michigan City.

The girls’ basketball team I coach, Barker Junior High’s, was defeating Barker Junior High’s, was defeating Barker Junior High’s, was defeating Barker Junior High’s, was defeating Barker Junior High’s, was defeating Barker Junior High’s, was defeating Barker Junior High’s, was defeating Barker Junior High’s, was defeating Bark...

Garry Trudeau

Quote of the Day

"Neither a lofty degree of intelligence nor imagination nor both together go to the making of a genius. Love, love, love, that is the soul of genius."

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Cheap Trick, now better than ever

MATT MURPHY

I know what you’re thinking, “Could it be, could it really be, Cheap Trick back together and touring again?” You guessed it!

The originators of such hits as “Surrender” and “Tonight It’s You” will be performing this Thursday, March 3rd at 9 pm at the Indiana Club, South Bend. For the first time in eight years the original band, consisting of Tom Peterson, Rick Nielsen, Bun E. Carlos and Robin Zander are back together with a brand new album and an international tour.

Cheap Trick has been known as a rock group with good lyrics and a strong beat and has experienced much popularity especially after the release of an older album, “Budokan.”

“Cheap as a rock group with good popularity has experienced much release of an older album, “Budokan.”

The best song of the four is certainly accessible. The music can be categorized as hardcore, but it is a record by a band that is a perfect fit for the beach, boating or skiing.

Some ‘interesting’ music

ANN SEIFERT

accent writer

Even though these two records are semi-old, they are still worthy of your time, because they are pretty good. The first and best comes from Band of Susans, an EP titled Blessing and Curse. This band is so named because three of the six members are named Susan. The music can be categorized as hardcore, but it is certainly accessible.

The best song of the four on the record is “Hope Against Hope.” It features a lot of guitars (four of them here!) and good vocals and harmonies from three members, Susam Stenger, Susan Lyall, and Alva Rogers. The different talents of all six members of the band allow for lots of variation throughout each and every track.

In England, Band of Susans is receiving a lot of critical acclaim. This EP shows great promise and originality and should not be overlooked.

Along this same vein of originality and unique style is a record by a band called Cargo Cult. This group has a sound which is Spanish and Creole sounding. It is jazzy, with a heavy conga drum sound. If any of you have ever listened to Backstreet’s “I Want It That Way” or England’s “Wicked Game” you can imagine this sound. It is certainly different.

The best song is probably the first cut. It is titled “Vanishing Point;’ “Speech Impediment” is another strong cut. The music of Cargo Cult on this album, Concrete Island, is a fusion of many different sounds. Hmmm, interesting.

Cheap Trick

Associated Press

Eastman Kodak Co. is celebrating the 150th year of the snapshot with the introduction of new cameras and film. In June 1888, at a time when photography was still primarily a complicated and cumbersome art, George Eastman introduced the first Kodak camera. It was a box-type camera, light and small in size, loaded with a roll of light-sensitive emulsion on stripping paper long enough for 100 exposures. The price of the loaded camera, including a shoulder strap, was $25.

After exposure, the camera was sent to Rochester, N.Y., where the exposed strip was removed, developed and printed, and a new one was inserted for $10. The Kodak camera created an entirely new market: people who had no special knowledge of photography but who wanted to take pictures. Anybody could “press the button” and Eastman’s company would do the rest.

Kodak has come a long way since 1888. The new Kodak products being introduced at the Photo Marketing Association show is the Kodak Winner camera, a compact Olympic-themed edition of its popular 110-format camera.

The Winner, which showcases Kodak’s participation in the 1988 Olympic Games, is designed to introduce young picture-takers to the delights of photography. “Many adults have fond recollections of receiving their first camera which, in many cases, was a Kodak,” a Kodak spokesman said. “With the Winner camera, we are building on that tradition.”

The Winner, designed for children ages 5-12, uses ISO 200 or 400 film and accepts an 8-bulb or a 10-bulb flash for indoor photography. It will be available in red or blue, in a package that contains a 24-exposure roll of Kodacolor film and a booklet of rebate coupons worth $5 on Kodak film and battery purchases. (The package will also include a mail-in offer for a sports wallet-watch from Kodak, at a suggested retail price of $11.95."

A step up from the Winner is Kodak's new 35mm S-1000 camera, an inexpensive manual camera featuring a built-in electronic flash and lens cover, a 35mm f4.5 fixed-focus lens and a suggested price tag of $59.95. It will be available in either red or black.

Kodak's new 35mm 5100 Tele camera. It features two lenses: a 34mm wide angle fixed-focus lens and a 62mm three-zone autofocus telephoto lens. A flip of a switch on the camera folds a mirror inside from one lens to the other so that the user can compare images in the viewfinder before taking the picture.

Some of the other features found on the 5900 Tele camera include: auto-advance of the film to the first frame after the film is loaded and the shutter button is depressed; automatic sensing of the film ISO speed with a coded film; automatic flash when it's needed (which can be turned off with a defeat switch); auto-exposure; metering; and exposure. It's made in America and has a suggested list price of $299.50.

Also scheduled for introduction at the Photo Marketing Association show is new gold Kodak film packages.

Kodak’s cameras angles
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**Basketball Top 20**

The Top Twenty college basketball teams in the Associated Press poll, by BPI ranking, up-to-date on Saturday bargaining, the season's records and total points. BPI rankings are
defined

1. Temple (41) 25-1 12340
2. Purdue (71) 29-2 1165
3. Arizona (38) 26-2 1128
4. Oklahoma (40) 26-2 1114
5. North Carolina (36) 26-2 940
6. Kansas State 23-5 882
7. Houston 21-4 862
8. Illinois 21-4 802
9. Arkansas 21-4 783
10. Duke 20-5 637
11. Marquette 22-5 661
12. Syracuse 21-7 642
13. Georgia Tech 21-6 642
14. Bradley 22-4 436
15. Iowa 23-5 469
16. No. Carolina 65 20-6 364
17. Kansas 22-7 392
18. Vanderbilt 18-7 171
19. Nebraska 20-8 117
20. Western Michigan 25-8 102

*Champions receiving votes: St. Mary's 13, Florida 16, Illinois 3, St. Bonaventure 2, Iowa 2, Kansas State 2, Oregon 2, Iowa 2, Arizona 2, Ohio State 2, Ohio State 2, Duke 2, Nebraska 2, No. Carolina 2, Indiana 2, Cal State Bakersfield 2, San Diego State 2, Arizona State 2, Kansas 2, Texas 2, Tennessee 2, Temple 1, North Carolina 1, Duke 1, Kansas State 1, Illinois 1, Oregon 1, Nebraska 1, Arizona 1, Iowa 1, Oklahoma 1, Duke 1.

**Basketball Top 20**

The Top Twenty college basketball teams in The Associated Press poll, by BPI ranking, up-to-date on Saturday bargaining, the season's records and total points. BPI rankings are
defined

1. Temple (41) 25-1 12340
2. Purdue (71) 29-2 1165
3. Arizona (38) 26-2 1128
4. Oklahoma (40) 26-2 1114
5. North Carolina (36) 26-2 940
6. Kansas State 23-5 882
7. Houston 21-4 862
8. Illinois 21-4 802
9. Arkansas 21-4 783
10. Duke 20-5 637
11. Marquette 22-5 661
12. Syracuse 21-7 642
13. Georgia Tech 21-6 642
14. Bradley 22-4 436
15. Iowa 23-5 469
16. No. Carolina 65 20-6 364
17. Kansas 22-7 392
18. Vanderbilt 18-7 171
19. Nebraska 20-8 117
20. Western Michigan 25-8 102

*Champions receiving votes: St. Mary's 13, Florida 16, Illinois 3, St. Bonaventure 2, Iowa 2, Kansas State 2, Oregon 2, Iowa 2, Arizona 2, Ohio State 2, Ohio State 2, Duke 2, Nebraska 2, No. Carolina 2, Indiana 2, Cal State Bakersfield 2, San Diego State 2, Arizona State 2, Kansas 2, Texas 2, Tennessee 2, Temple 1, North Carolina 1, Duke 1, Kansas State 1, Illinois 1, Oregon 1, Nebraska 1, Arizona 1, Iowa 1, Oklahoma 1, Duke 1.
Irish walk-on, takes his true role on the squad to heart. "For me, the gametime is unimportant," comments the 5-11, 180-pound guard. "I know that's not my role, and that when I do get into games it's never my very serious position. The playing is all a bonus. A lot of people have misconceptions about walk-ons—they think they're in the same situation as the rest of the players. That's not so. You know you're going to be on the bench, and that's not serious."

"That's but not to say that we're not treated the same during the season by Digger or the rest of the guys. We're taken seriously and that's good because we take our job of helping the rest of the guys get ready for games seriously. Practice is a big deal for me. I try to do it the best I can every day."

Nicgorski, a veteran in his third year with the Irish, is thankful for the chance to play with a talented team that helps him develop his own game. "Your limitations are really highlighted playing with these guys," says the South Bend native. "In my first couple of years I was in there scrapping with guys like Jim Dolan, Tim Kempton, Donald Royal, and Ken Barlow. You could say I was a bit intimidated because the caliber of their play was so much higher than what I was used to. But the good side of that is that you can't help but improve when you play against players like that day in and day out."

"The two seniors have learned to stick together during the year and have become good friends as a result of their experience. "I can imagine what it would be like without someone else there that's going through the same thing I am," says Nanni. "Even as a walk-on, you go through the same ups and downs during the course of a season as anyone else, and it makes it easy when both another guy is looking at things from your perspective."

"I play Chris one-on-one all the time during practice," adds Nicgorski. "He usually kills me, but he's too quick. But we've been able to travel almost everywhere the team has this year and we've had a lot of fun with it. He's a really friendly guy, but you feel like you belong on the team."

The legacy of Steve Nicgorski is ironically centered around his free-throw shooting ability and tech's nervousness. After missing all six of his free throws as a sophomore, Nicgorski found a new style. He started while reviewing a game tape last year. "We were preparing for Kansas last year," says Nicgorski, "and I wholeheartedly agree with Cardinal Charities & Tours 287-8677 FREE TOPPINGS! Any Size Pizza With Unlimited Toppings For The Cheese Pizza Price: 10" - $4.50 14" - $6.50 5:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. HUDDLE 283-2391 NIGHT OAK 239-6930 239-7518 39
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Nanni, Nicgorski play role larger than last two minutes

By PETE SKIKO Sports Writer

Time is running down in the context as the Notre Dame men's basketball team is in the latter stages of polishing off an opponent during the regular season. The Irish starters head to the bench and the sparse crowd remaining at the JACC are about to get what they've been waiting for.

"Entering the line-up for the Irish, number 11 Chris Nanni and number 20 Steve Nicgorski..."

The Irish fans go wild as the walk-ons try to cram a season's worth of practice into a minute or two of playing time. Nanni gets the ball and members of the throng scream for at least a minute. Nicgorski gets fouled and the students in the stands lean forward in anticipation of marvelling at his unusual, semi-efficient, free-throw shooting style.

What some of those fans may not realize is that the effect of the walk-ons' impact on the team far exceeds beyond those hectic couple of minutes at the end of the game. Nicgorski, a veteran in his third year with the Irish, is thankful for the chance to play with a talented team that helps him develop his own game. "Your limitations are really highlighted playing with these guys," says the South Bend native. "In my first couple of years I was in there scrapping with guys like Jim Dolan, Tim Kempton, Donald Royal, and Ken Barlow. You could say I was a bit intimidated because the caliber of their play was so much higher than what I was used to. But the good side of that is that you can't help but improve when you play against players like that day in and day out."

"The two seniors have learned to stick together during the year and have become good friends as a result of their experience. "I can imagine what it would be like without someone else there that's going through the same thing I am," says Nanni. "Even as a walk-on, you go through the same ups and downs during the course of a season as anyone else, and it makes it easy when both another guy is looking at things from your perspective."

"I play Chris one-on-one all the time during practice," adds Nicgorski. "He usually kills me, but he's too quick. But we've been able to travel almost everywhere the team has this year and we've had a lot of fun with it. He's a really friendly guy, but you feel like you belong on the team."

The legacy of Steve Nicgorski is ironically centered around his free-throw shooting ability and tech's nervousness. After missing all six of his free throws as a sophomore, Nicgorski found a new style. He started while reviewing a game tape last year. "We were preparing for Kansas last year," says Nicgorski, "and I wholeheartedly agree with..."
Both Stanfords may battle for men's IH hoops crown

By CHRIS PAULISON
Sports Writer

And then there were six...

Of the fifty-two teams that began play back in early December, only an elite group of six remain in contention for the men's Interhall basketball championship.

Coasting through the winners bracket flawlessly, Stanford A-1 earns a trip to the ACC Pit where they will vie for the A-1 Division crown. Tonight's clash between Keenan and Interhall rival Stanford A-2 will determine the Studivit's opponent. Because Keenan and Stanford A-2 have suffered playoff losses, the victor will be required to defeat the Studivit's in two successive attempts to gain the crown.

Stanford A-1 has had little trouble keeping their playoff record unblemished. After a first round bye, Al Martin and Company downed the Holy Cross Hogs by a twelve-point margin, and then sent Keenan into the loser's bracket, winning by ten buckets. Senior point guard Dan Niedermeyer displays some confidence reflecting on his hallway:

"We may not be as tall as the other two teams," said Neidermeyer, "but our ability to block out and gain position under the boards, should earn us some easy hoops at the other end of the court."

Keenan achieved its status with tight victories over Stanford A-2 and Morrissey. Keenan boasts a set-up offense in which the guards kick the ball into bigmen Tom Dwyer and Bryan Tucker. Dwyer and Tucker, both standing over 6-3, represent the most formidable frontcourt of the three teams.

After dropping their opening playoff game to tonight's opponent, Keenan, Stanford A-2 has rallied with victories over Sorin and Morrissey. Point guard Ray Flannery credits forwards Chris Dwyer and Terry Maag for providing Dillon's opponent, Keenan, Stanford A-2 has rallied with victories over Sorin and Morrissey. Point guard Ray Flannery credits forwards Chris Dwyer and Terry Maag for providing much of the scoring as of late.

Flannery also commented on his team's playoff future:

"With our backs to the wall, look for even more of the hustle this team is characteristic of producing," said Flannery. "For us to win, we must cause numerous turnovers and hit the floor for every loose ball."

In B-league action, Sorin, like Keenan, lost their first playoff game and has sneaked through the loser's bracket. Assuming this "cinderella role," the Big Red has responded with a pair of offensive explosions provided by junior guard Pat Margel.

Dillon's opponent will be the Off-Campus captained by Mike Szymanski. Off-Campus defeated Cavanaugh and O.C.Madison before succumbing to Sorin.

NVA sets deadlines

Special to The Observer

Non-varsity athletics has announced the following entry deadlines:

Today:

Sneaker broomball. A one day open tournament will be held March 5 at the JACC ice rink.

NVA also has pledge cards available for the Century Club until today. Members fill out a pledge card at NVA, pick an aerobic activity, choose a goal to work toward and complete a log book. Free t-shirts awarded for working out.

Proof of insurance is required for all contact and non-contact sports. Forms and more information are available in the NVA office.

Hall of Fame elects no one

Associated Press

TAMPA - No one was elected to baseball's Hall of Fame Tuesday by the Veterans Committee following a four-and-a-half hour meeting.

Phil Rizzuto, considered to be the leading candidate among the old-timers, was again denied entrance into the shrine. The 28-member panel, which includes Hall of Famers Ted Williams, Stan Musial and Roy Campanella, was unable to give any of the candidates the required 75 percent for election.

"We couldn't get enough votes to put anybody in," Musial said after the committee met for four-and-a-half hours. "It's disappointing."

Ed Stack, president of the Hall of Fame, said voting was scattered and that there were "some close calls." Vote totals are not announced, although it was learned four people had been in serious contention.

Several committee members expressed displeasure with the voting process for the old-timers.
Big Ten looks to make big mark in NCAA's

Associated Press

CHICAGO - Purdue, Michigan, Iowa and Illinois should be the Big Ten basketball teams who make the biggest impact in the NCAA tournament this year.

Big Ten coaches, in their weekly telephone interview Tuesday, said they felt Illinois was probably the most improved team in the conference and put the Illini in line with Michigan and Purdue as possible clubs and, on any given night, could make it to the Final Four and win it all.

"Iowa and Illinois are explosive clubs and, on any given night, can beat anybody, but most teams aren't good enough to sustain it for five or six games," said Iowa's Tom Henson.

Iowa is still the team to beat. Michigan is strong and Illinois is playing extremely well.

"Illinois is playing well over the level of play earlier in the year," said Michigan State Coach Jud Heathcote.

"A little improvement could carry Purdue all the way," added Indiana Coach Bobby Knight.

But the Illini have won five of their last six games - including a 75-65 victory at Indiana on Monday night that put aside the theory that Illinois is incapable of beating a good team on the road.

"Our club has improved a lot," said Illinois Coach Lou Henson. "We were not good on offense and we were struggling on defense and rebounding."

"Now we are rebounding, playing defense and have improved on offense. The club is better but still needs improve­ment."

Winners in the 14 weight classes tonight will advance to the finals, which will be Friday night beginning at 7:30. Drawing a bye past the semi­final round are the two Super Heavyweight boxers, Dan "The Man" Quinn and Brian Shannon. Their fight will be the last one of the evening Friday. The competition tonight and Friday will be in the order of weight classes shown below.

NAME

Bantamweights (128 lbs and under)
Mike "The Puck Rat" Polacik
Eric "Dreams" Bennett
Joe "Doomsday" O'Leigh
Fairweather (128-135 lbs.)
Eric Smith
Chris "Mad Dog" Boroski
Tim "The Sheppard" O'Leigh
Lauren "Bad Dove" Dodd
Jr. Lightweights (135-140 lbs.)
Mike "Hi-Hat" Honey
Lightweights (139-142 lbs.)
Dave "Rexpect Your Eder"
Mike "Can't Handle" Caravan
Junior Lightweights (144-146.5 lbs.)
Tim "T-Bone" Reardon
David "Sugar" Kane

EXTRAVAGANZA!

LIP SYNC CONTEST
Saturday, March 5
10:00 p.m.
at Theodore's

20 hot acts going for a $200 Grand Prize!!!
Sponsored by SUB & Theodore's

MYSTERY JUDGES!

Kevin "Vigilante Duggan"
Norm "Smokey" Mixon
Conley Welterweight (147-148 lbs.)
Matt "The Mauler" Potts
Dauh "Boom-Boom" Byniki
John "Bull-Butt" Bonf
Sean "The Commie Killer" O'Brian
Super Welterweight (148-152 lbs.)
Paul "Noise" Kuczok
Dave "Min of Mellen Last Cause"
Mike "The Harmer" Keegan
Ken "Sting" Schae
Paul "Kickin'" Kohl
Andy "Shake" Baker
Chuck "Chains" in Charge Moyer Middleweight (157-161 lbs.)
Pat "The Beater" O'Neill
Stew "Slim" Ried
Joe "May-Day" Nelson
Vince "Pretty Boy" Bedkund Super Middleweight (161-164.5 lbs.)
Tom "T" SHark
Chris "Mr. Murphy" Murphy

Can't make it Friday night? The action gets underway at 7:30. Tickets are available at the door.

Winners in the 14 weight classes tonight will advance to the finals, which will be this Friday night beginning at 7:30. Drawing a bye past the semi­final round are the two Super Heavyweight boxers, Dan "The Man" Quinn and Brian Shannon. Their fight will be the last one of the evening Friday. The competition tonight and Friday will be in the order of weight classes shown below.

NAME

Bantamweights (128 lbs and under)
Mike "The Puck Rat" Polacik
John "All Man" Manfredy
Eric "Dreams" Bennett
Joe "Doomsday" O'Leigh
Fairweather (128-135 lbs.)
Eric Smith
Chris "Mad Dog" Boroski
Tim "The Sheppard" O'Leigh
Lauren "Bad Dove" Dodd
Jr. Lightweights (135-140 lbs.)
Mike "Hi-Hat" Honey
Lightweights (139-142 lbs.)
Dave "Rexpect Your Eder"
Mike "Can't Handle" Caravan
Junior Lightweights (144-146.5 lbs.)
Tim "T-Bone" Reardon
David "Sugar" Kane

Special To The Observer

The 50th annual Bengal Bouts tournament will continue tonight at Stepan Center with 56 boxers competing in the semifinals. The action gets under way at 7:30. Tickets are available at the door.

Winners in the 14 weight classes tonight will advance to the finals, which will be this Friday night beginning at 7:30. Drawing a bye past the semi­final round are the two Super Heavyweight boxers, Dan "The Man" Quinn and Brian Shannon. Their fight will be the last one of the evening Friday. The competition tonight and Friday will be in the order of weight classes shown below.

NAME

Bantamweights (128 lbs and under)
Mike "The Puck Rat" Polacik
John "All Man" Manfredy
Eric "Dreams" Bennett
Joe "Doomsday" O'Leigh
Fairweather (128-135 lbs.)
Eric Smith
Chris "Mad Dog" Boroski
Tim "The Sheppard" O'Leigh
Lauren "Bad Dove" Dodd
Jr. Lightweights (135-140 lbs.)
Mike "Hi-Hat" Honey
Lightweights (139-142 lbs.)
Dave "Rexpect Your Eder"
Mike "Can't Handle" Caravan
Junior Lightweights (144-146.5 lbs.)
Tim "T-Bone" Reardon
David "Sugar" Kane

56 boxers remain

Bouts to continue tonight

Kevin "Vigilante Duggan"
Norm "Smokey" Mixon
Conley Welterweight (147-148 lbs.)
Matt "The Mauler" Potts
Dauh "Boom-Boom" Byniki
John "Bull-Butt" Bonf
Sean "The Commie Killer" O'Brian
Super Welterweight (148-152 lbs.)
Paul "Noise" Kuczok
Dave "Min of Mellen Last Cause"
Mike "The Harmer" Keegan
Ken "Sting" Schae
Paul "Kickin'" Kohl
Andy "Shake" Baker
Chuck "Chains" in Charge Moyer Middleweight (157-161 lbs.)
Pat "The Beater" O'Neill
Stew "Slim" Ried
Joe "May-Day" Nelson
Vince "Pretty Boy" Bedkund Super Middleweight (161-164.5 lbs.)
Tom "T" SHark
Chris "Mr. Murphy" Murphy

CALL NOW!

- Group Charters & Tours - Card Tapes - Radios
- Your DESIGNATED Driver - Tape Plays'...••

CARDINAL CHARTERS & TOURS
287-8677
401 E. Coffey Suite 210 - South Bend, MI 46627

Observer classifieds will be accepted from 9am-3pm M-F at the Observer offices, 314 LaFortune.

FORMALWEAR FITTING AND SAVINGS EXTRAVAGANZA!

Louie's Tux Shop and the format committee invite you to attend a formalwear fitting party, on campus, for the upcoming Notre Dame and Saint Mary's formal. You'll be professionally fitted for your tux... plus you'll receive a special discount on our selection of formalwear, including:

Basic Black Tux......$49.95* Designer Black Tux....$99.95* Basic Tails............$49.95* Designer Tails...........$54.95*

Come to the Louie's Tux Shop formalwear fitting party on campus. You'll find the style you want to make you look your best... and special savings on your tuxedo rental.

WHEN: March 1, 2, 3 (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday)
WHERE: LaFortune Center (March 1 & 2, first floor); LeMans Hall (March 3, Lobby)
TIME: 6-9 p.m.

*Does not include damage waiver fee, and shoes.
PW, 9-0, is early favorite in women's IH basketball

By BOB MITCHELL
Sports Writer

The momen's Interhall bas- ketball league is conducting its own version of the Final Four in that P. W. defeated Bloom-Phipps, 22-14, in a overtime game. This replay of over- time was caused by a misin- terpretation of the referees regarding the keeping of time.

The official was under the impression that clock ran continuously during overtime. B.P.'s play was highlighted by Jill Booth and Cynthia Guican. The high scorer with 12 points per game.

The protest was issued by Zadar because nearing conclu- sion of regulation, Lyons had an opportunity to win the game from the charity stripe with 4 seconds to go, but never got the chance to shoot because time expired. The NVA granted the protest thus giving Lyons a second chance.

Lyons took advantage of the opportunity and defeated B.P. by a slim margin.

In the consolation bracket of the playoffs, B.P. immediately had to take on Lyons after their disappointing loss. However, B.P. bounced back and con- quered Lyons, 38-36. B.P. took time that had to be played. Lyons' coach Tom Zadar. "They handled our press very well and that hurt us.

B.P.'s play was highlighted by Vicky Booth and Cynthia Guican. Guican, the high scorer with 12 points, poured in shots from inside the lane while Booth played a well-rounded game at both ends of the floor.

Coach Jeff Peters was happy that his team was able to win this game especially since the loss to Lyons was fresh in his players' minds.

"The loss to Lyons was frustrating but this game was doable," said Peters. "It was particularly satisfying because the bitter taste of the loss was in months yet we went out and won.

Next in line for P. W. is Lyons who defeated Bloom-Phipps on Sunday night. Lyons defeated Bloom-Phipps, 38-36 in an over- time battle. This played by B.P. and Lyons was handily defeated Lewis by a slim margin.

Lewis' coach Tom Zadar. "They handled our press very well and that hurt us.

B.P. controlled the boards and did not allow us to get any second shots, said coach Tom Zadar. "They handled our press very well and that hurt us.

B.P.'s play was highlighted by Vicky Booth and Cynthia Guican. Guican, the high scorer with 12 points, poured in shots from inside the lane while Booth played a well-rounded game at both ends of the floor. "B.P. controlled the boards and did not allow us to get any second shots, said coach Tom Zadar. "They handled our press very well and that hurt us.

The protest was issued by Zadar because nearing conclu- sion of regulation, Lyons had an opportunity to win the game from the charity stripe with 4 seconds to go, but never got the chance to shoot because time expired. The NVA granted the protest thus giving Lyons a second chance.

Lyons took advantage of the opportunity and defeated B.P. by a slim margin.

In the consolation bracket of the playoffs, B.P. immediately had to take on Lyons after their disappointing loss. However, B.P. bounced back and con- quered Lyons, 38-36. B.P. took time that had to be played. Lyons' coach Tom Zadar. "They handled our press very well and that hurt us.

B.P.'s play was highlighted by Vicky Booth and Cynthia Guican. Guican, the high scorer with 12 points, poured in shots from inside the lane while Booth played a well-rounded game at both ends of the floor.

Coach Jeff Peters was happy that his team was able to win this game especially since the loss to Lyons was fresh in his players' minds.

"The loss to Lyons was frustrating but this game was doable," said Peters. "It was particularly satisfying because the bitter taste of the loss was in months yet we went out and won.

Next in line for P. W. is Lyons who defeated Bloom-Phipps on Sunday night. Lyons defeated Bloom-Phipps, 38-36 in an over- time battle. This played by B.P. and Lyons was handily defeated Lewis by a slim margin.

Lewis' coach Tom Zadar. "They handled our press very well and that hurt us.

B.P. controlled the boards and did not allow us to get any second shots, said coach Tom Zadar. "They handled our press very well and that hurt us.

B.P.'s play was highlighted by Vicky Booth and Cynthia Guican. Guican, the high scorer with 12 points, poured in shots from inside the lane while Booth played a well-rounded game at both ends of the floor. "B.P. controlled the boards and did not allow us to get any second shots, said coach Tom Zadar. "They handled our press very well and that hurt us.

B.P.'s play was highlighted by Vicky Booth and Cynthia Guican. Guican, the high scorer with 12 points, poured in shots from inside the lane while Booth played a well-rounded game at both ends of the floor.

Coach Jeff Peters was happy that his team was able to win this game especially since the loss to Lyons was fresh in his players' minds. "The loss to Lyons was frustrating but this game was doable," said Peters. "It was particularly satisfying because the bitter taste of the loss was in months yet we went out and won.
Campus

Wednesday

11:30 a.m.: Economics Department Labor Workshop with Dale Belman, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Room 330 Deitje Faculty Hall.


12:16 p.m.: Closed Meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous, Holy Cross House.

4:20 p.m.: Physics Colloquium, "Collisions Between Relativistic Nuclei: The Quest for Matter at High Density and Temperature," by Dr. Braun-Munzinger, from Stony Brook, Room 118 Nieuwland Science Hall.

7:30 p.m.: Faculty Senate Meeting, Room 202 Center for Continuing Education.

7:30 p.m.: Faculty Conversations on Connections; An Historical View of the Development of Science & Technology, Room 118 Nieuwland Science Hall.

8 p.m.: Theology Lecture, "The Newtonian Settlement and the Origins of Modern Atheism," by Father Michael Buckley, National Conference of Catholic Bishops, Center for Continuing Education.

Dinner Menus

Notre Dame

Clam Strip Roll
Lasagna
Cheese Stuffed Pepper
Poached Scrod

Saint Mary's

Grilled Pork Chops
Beef Tacos
Cajun Chicken Stir Fry
Deli Bar

Dinners are served from 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. Lunch is served from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1 Ginger cookie  
5 Obstrosorous child  
6 Press  
13 Mako  
15 Glib talk  
16 Poiseter  
19 Center  
25 Game birds  
27 Formerly  
28 Overcharged  
30 — Scott  
31 Scarlet's home  
34 Melody  
35 Reserve  
38 Painting style  
41 Fragment  
42 Bowl or bar  
43 Dissipate  
44 Be superior to  
46 Pilaf base  
47 Nobleman  
48 Miserable  
51 Become  
52 Confused  
53 High-priced  
55 Proceed  
56 Softly  
57 Political  
58 adherent  
59 Chin. city  
60 Eminence  
61 Colorful ocean  
62 Flsh  
63 Flsh  
64 Declaim  
65 Border on  
66 Frost  
67 Rocky Mt. tree  
68 Essential part  
69 Philippine  
70 Facts  
71 Crossroad  
72 Smooth  
73 Run — around (outside)  
74 Feed the kitty  
75 One who  
76 Bully  
77 Smooth  
78 Cheerful  
79 Efficient  
80 Assured  
81 Duck  
82 Touched down  
83 Tribe  
84 Vessel  
85 Duck  
86 Sir  
87 Duck  
88 Sir  
89 Duck  
90 Duck  
91 Duck  
92 Duck  
93 Duck  
94 Duck  
95 Duck  
96 Duck  
97 Duck  
98 Duck  
99 Duck  
100 Duck  
101 Duck

DOWM
1 Vessel  
2 Mrs.  
3 Charles  
4 Minic  
5 Kick  
6 Leap  
7 Touched down  
8 Biblical spot  
9 Duck  
10 Duck  
11 Duck  
12 Duck  
13 Duck  
14 Duck  
15 Duck  
16 Duck  
17 Duck  
18 Duck  
19 Duck  
20 Duck  
21 Duck  
22 Duck  
23 Duck  
24 Duck  
25 Duck  
26 Duck  
27 Duck  
28 Duck  
29 Duck  
30 Duck  
31 Duck  
32 Duck  
33 Duck  
34 Duck  
35 Duck  
36 Duck  
37 Duck  
38 Duck  
39 Duck  
40 Duck  
41 Duck  
42 Duck  
43 Duck  
44 Duck  
45 Duck  
46 Duck  
47 Duck  
48 Duck  
49 Duck  
50 Duck  
51 Duck  
52 Duck  
53 Duck  
54 Duck  
55 Duck  
56 Duck  
57 Duck  
58 Duck  
59 Duck  
60 Duck  
61 Duck  
62 Duck  
63 Duck  
64 Duck  
65 Duck  
66 Duck  
67 Duck  
68 Duck  
69 Duck  
70 Duck  
71 Duck  
72 Duck  
73 Duck  
74 Duck  
75 Duck  
76 Duck  
77 Duck  
78 Duck  
79 Duck  
80 Duck  
81 Duck  
82 Duck  
83 Duck  
84 Duck  
85 Duck  
86 Duck  
87 Duck  
88 Duck  
89 Duck  
90 Duck  
91 Duck  
92 Duck  
93 Duck  
94 Duck  
95 Duck  
96 Duck  
97 Duck  
98 Duck  
99 Duck  
100 Duck  
101 Duck

Comics

Bloom County

Berke Breathed

The Far Side

Gary Larson

Calvin and Hobbes

Bill Watterson
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Irish women look to vent frustration vs. Illinois/Chicago

By THERESA KELLY
Sports Writer

Notre Dame has a team on a mission. The Irish women's basketball will travel to the University of Illinois-Chicago to take on the Flames and take the monkey off their backs.

"It's going to be ugly, real ugly," said Irish head coach Muffet McGraw. The Flames can definitely be called hapless. Currently sporting a 2-23 record, they have lost five in a row to the Irish including last season's 96-53 Notre Dame victory.

Why the mission, then?

McGraw and the Irish were left more than a little unhappy after Sunday's loss to the DePaul Blue Demons. This week is almost a vacation for the Irish after playing, and mostly winning, through a rigorous February schedule.

"We took Monday off," McGraw said. "We've just haven't had a break lately. Tuesday we worked on a few things, mostly we talked about DePaul!"

The Irish lost a heartbreaker to the Demons on Sunday 66-60 on basket with nine seconds to go. The Irish made it to the foul line to try to tie the score, but the attempt fell short. "We still got away about the loss," McGraw said. "The seniors (playing their last home game) were still a little bit depressed."

"We're going to take our frustrations out against UIC. We need a huge win to forget about DePaul."

The DePaul game was an important one, and that one game may have made the difference in the Irish post-season prospects. Although the NCAA tournament is basically out of the question for the Irish, the always optimistic McGraw still has hope.

"We only lost four games in January and February and they were all to ranked teams," she said. "We're not in the driver's seat anymore, but you never know what the other teams will do. Maybe if we win the next three big, we'll look good to the committee."

The losses were against Tennessee, Virginia, and in two tough battles with DePaul. McGraw says the selection committee has to keep an eye on the toughness of the schedule.

But before anyone's thoughts can center on a tournament, the Irish first have to deal with the Flames, the Northern Illinois Huskies, and a rematch with the Dayton Flyers, all on the road.

"We're going to win big. They're not a real good team," McGraw said. "Honestly, we're a bad team, but the UIC Flames. We don't want to lose to them."

At 18-7, the team on a mission can take one more step in the right direction and set themselves up with a victory tonight over the Flames.

UPCOMING BOOKSTORE BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT ARE YOU COVERING IT AGAIN?

Dear Muffet, you should be at the bookstore basketball hall-of-fame game. You have a height and quickness advantage, but good thing for you offensive goaltending is legal.

Brian O’Gara
Irish Items

Dear Brian, I've got a problem. My scope just turned me down on television while millions were watching Saturday night. I even offered her my own gold medal, but she said she'd have to quit the U.S. Olympic team.

Dear Alberte Tombo, Look, congratulations on your gold medal run in the slalom in Calgary, but I'm no Dear Abby. Why would you want to give up a gold medal anyway, even for Cornelia Wust? Sure she's beautiful, but I think she's got the eye for me.

Sandy Bothem (52) puts up a shot in the paint earlier this year against Dayton. Theresa Kelly previews tonight's women's basketball game vs. Illinois/Chicago below.

Spring cleaning takes items to the mailbox

Right around this time every year my mom decides to dig deep into closets and drawers in the name of spring cleaning. It provides for a time of reminiscing, but little productive cleaning.

Maybe it runs in the family, but let's take this time of NCAI specification to avoid the idea altogether and take a look through the mail which has accumulated throughout the school year from across the campus, the nation, and indeed the world as we know it.

Dear Brian, I bought this hankie back in October in Minneapolis and it was real fun for a while, yelling and waving around for a week. But now it's sort of like the Rubik's Cube, it's just no fun anymore. What can I do with it?

Dear Tanya's Fan

How about sending it to a Minnesota North Stars fan to cry in? Hey, maybe they'd get out of the NHL cellar and choke. Dear Brian, I'm starting my post-Olympic diet. What do you recommend I eat?

Dear Delia Thomas, Stay away from home-made clam chowder. You never know when you're going to get one of those small bones caught in your throat...and choke.

Dear Brian, What are you doing for Spring Break?

Dear Coach Phelps, I'm staying here to work for the NCAA Tournament. I'll let you know what happens.

Dear Brian, WE'RE SO EXCITED ABOUT THE

Joe Fredrick is going pro next year. Is it true? Dear Joe, If it seems there are no guards who wear number three who thinks so. Are there any six, or sixes, who know that? Dear Brian, Congratulations on winning the gold medal in Olympic figure skating. Or was it the silver?

Dear Dave, Sorry, wrong Brian. This one is still trying to figure out if curling is really a sport or just a method of taking a Hoover vacuum to ice. Dear Brian, We're taking a collection because we're trying to be fiscally responsible and we're in need of some quick cash to support a few new balls.

How about a donation? Dear Notre Dame Athletic Department

Maybe you can sell all the field hockey sticks you have at the office.

Dear Brian, You're no good Cardinals' lover. You're scum. I hate you and everything you write.

Dear Mets fan, I didn't realize Opening Day was so soon.

Dear Brian, Since when did you think you could write? Do you work for sports or for comedy? I gave up lunch on Wednesday's just because you're on the back page. Get a life.

Dear Mom, I thought you never to write me at the office.

By TIM SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

For three years Inter­

hockey has been dominated by one team, Grace. The tower of gold after playing, and mostly winning, through a rigorous February schedule.

"We took Monday off," McGraw said. "We've just haven't had a break lately. Tuesday we worked on a few things, mostly we talked about DePaul!"

The Irish lost a heartbreaker to the Demons on Sunday 66-60 on basket with nine seconds to go. The Irish made it to the foul line to try to tie the score, but the attempt fell short. "We still got away about the loss," McGraw said. "The seniors (playing their last home game) were still a little bit depressed."

"We're going to take our frustrations out against UIC. We need a huge win to forget about DePaul."

The DePaul game was an important one, and that one game may have made the difference in the Irish post-season prospects. Although the NCAA tournament is basically out of the question for the Irish, the always optimistic McGraw still has hope.

"We only lost four games in January and February and they were all to ranked teams," she said. "We're not in the driver's seat anymore, but you never know what the other teams will do. Maybe if we win the next three big, we'll look good to the committee."

The losses were against Tennessee, Virginia, and in two tough battles with DePaul. McGraw says the selection committee has to keep an eye on the toughness of the schedule.

But before anyone's thoughts can center on a tournament, the Irish first have to deal with the Flames, the Northern Illinois Huskies, and a rematch with the Dayton Flyers, all on the road.

"We're going to win big. They're not a real good team," McGraw said. "Honestly, we're a bad team, but the UIC Flames. We don't want to lose to them."

At 18-7, the team on a mission can take one more step in the right direction and set themselves up with a victory tonight over the Flames.